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Chapter Fourteen 

Perspectives on 
Economy and Theory 

Elizabeth Graham 

Introduction 
The centripetal force behind the papers in this volume was originally 
a tribute to William Rathje in the form of recognition of his contribu
tions to our nnderstanding of ancient Maya economy. In my presented 
paper (Graham 2000), I concentrated on those aspects of Rathje's 
perspective without which Maya research wocld have been much the 
poorer, and because of which we have been able to move forward to 
a greater understanding of local and regional economic integration. 

This present volume has retained the original economic focus to 
bring together a range of chapters that provide new information on 
the changing faces of Maya economy. Rathje's focus went beyond 
economy, however, to include the role of economic forces in creating 
and sustaining Maya civilization. If economy figured largely in 
Rathje's theories, it was secondary to his interest in the explanation 
of societal change-the motivational force behind his work. There
fore the emphasis in this volume's title on "political" economy accu
rately reflects Rathje's legacy. 

In the chapter that follows, I attempt to cover a range of issues 
that are critical to our perceptions of the way Maya economy formed, 
disintegrated, and re-formed through time. These are: 

1. the ~uestion of explanation in theories of political economy- in
fornung human action, economic integration, and ideology and elite 
behavior; 
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.i_ :::: 2. local and regional exchange; 

;.: "··: 3. the idea that resource diversity is in the eye of the beholder; 
) .. -~ ~ - 4. econol!'ic. prosperity; and 

[· ; ~ ... ·- 5. the role of elites and their demands. 
; ' , .. · ~ ... ~!' ~ ~ .. 

· : ·r. In the process, I will bring recent information from the excava-
tions at Lamanai as well as excavation data from coastal sites to bear 

'\ on questions of economic integration. 

Explanation in Theories 
of Political Economy 

Rathje's contributions (1972, 1975, 1983, chapter 2 this volume; Rathje 
e~ al. 1978) to our understanding of Maya economy are exceptional, 
in my view, in two major ways. The first is that they include the kind 

1 . . : of explanation that can inform human action; and the second is that 
':~- tJ:tey attempt to explain Maya civilization in terms that require us to 
.;· 

·~ -:. . be knowledgeable about mechanisms of integration. Integration is 
: ;t~ given detailed attention in other explanatory paradigms, such as 
. , , . Flannery's cultural evolution of civilizations (1972); but Flannery's is 
.( • a theory-for-all-seasons, whereas Rathje is well aware that mecha

r:Usms of integration have a momentum and a direction all their own, 
~--· 

" which he usually doesn't hesitate to define (chapter 2 this volume). 
In addition, Flannery's evolutionary paradigm, although it takes 

~ - human action into accotmt, is not designed to explain it. 
."'?; 

In{ornting Human Action 
.. My reference above to informing human action is a main crite-

. rion of mine in assessing the value of a theory, although I recognize 
that such a criterion is not universally significant for other scholars. 
For me, theory is inseparable from why I practice archaeology in the 
fJ!st place-because I believe we can learn from archaeology, and 
apply what we learn to solve contemporary socioeconomic problems. 
Therefore the key question I ask is, By what process do I learn from 
this theory? 

-· ·There are theories that shed light on why things happen, but the 
clarity afforded can be gained only in hindsight, or exists on an 
analytical level that is irrelevant to individual action. For this kind 
of theory, understanding cannot be applied to individual decision
making. Much of evolutionary theory is like this (Dawkins 1976), 
as is systems theory (e.g., Flannery 1972). In terms of evolution, 

: ,:}~~[i;~ ;,F-·",:,. -. 

~ ~ :.:,r .. ,, ;:; ~- ' • 
-~ · .. -, ., 
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knowing that genes are selfish (Dawkins 1976) doe~n't i~f~rm any 
decisions that I might make about the course of my hfe. It ts mterest
ing knowledge, and could be critical information in some deity's long
term planning, but it exists on a field that isn't releva~t to.me as a 
player. Therefore I cannot learn from it because learntn? 1nvolve,s 
modification of behavior, and knowing my genes are selfish doesn t 
provide me with particularly useful information about why I might 
choose to buy Farberware as opposed to Cuisinart. Nor will theories 
like it help me learn why, in Terminal Classic times at Lamanai and 
in contrast to the Petexbatun region (Foias, chapter 8 this volume), 
serving ware continued to be a hot item. The form and decoration of 
serving ware changed, but not the preference for vessels that were 
used to display food. This phenomenon reflects people's choices as 
well as responses to demands. To understand political economy, what 
we need are theories that help us evaluate the context of these choices. 

In this volume, the contextual focus is political economy, and I 
will proceed to discuss aspects of political economy in more detail. I 
feel it important to begin at the level of explanation, because the 
subtext of every chapter in the volume includes choices the author 
or authors have already made about explanation and the purpose it 
serves. Although the focus on Rathje's work is not as explicitly high
lighted in the volume as it was in the SAA session, I believe that it is 
the attention originally given by the authors to relating their data and 
conclusions about economy to some part of Rathje's work that makes 
the chapters work so well together. That is, we have agreed, in some 
cases explicitly and in others only implicitly, on the kinds of expla
nation that work, and the chapters address issues of political economy 
that work within this explanatory range. 

Economic Mechanisms of Integration 
It was Hanson's chapter (chapter 13) that made me aware of 

Rathje's work for its emphasis on integrative mechanisms. Hanson 
descri~es ~athje's core-buffer model as an explanation for the origin 
and ~!stoncal development of Maya political economy. He sees 
Rath~e score-buffer framework as akin to a world-systems model in 
th~t 1t was developed to explain dependent economic development, 
with the surplus value of transactions accruing to the core. Hanson 
goes on to say that world-systems theory, and by implication the core
buffer zone model, is in effect a theory of historical change. Why 
should a theory of historical change appeal to archaeologists? 
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lX'"-<."a~JSt.~ t~t·o.ries of historical change are explanatory in ways that 
ha\'e tnlphc•lhons for understanding human action. 

ll~1nson ducid•ttes another level of Rathje's work, which is also 
wl'll dcvdop.l'd by Dahlin and Ardren (chapter 9 this volume). This 
has to do wath the frameworks for investigating households and 
hou~hold economy; specifically, the microstructure and macrostruc
ture o.f households. ~1ayanists have, according to Hanson, devoted 
att~nhon to housL•holds and their place within the community, but 
households have otherwise been neglected as institutions of critical 
importance in ,1 \Vorld-systems or core-periphery frame. Some schol
arly ~vriting, in fact, still gives the impression that the household 
economy is indeed separate from economies operating at regional 
levels: But, as Hanson points out, Rathje recognized the household 
as integral to the structure of the larger economy, and thus tacitly 
recognize,d the in tcrconnectedness of all aspects of Maya political 
economy. 

Hanson, Dahlin and Ardren, and Braswell (chapters 13, 9, and 10, 
respectively, this volume) build on Rathje's work by amassing a wide 
range of detailed archaeological data on household and community 
internal patterning-based on architecture, traffic flow patterns, ex
tra-household features, and, of course, artifacts. They then increase 
our understanding of the possible range of explanations for these 
patterns by providing coherent macrostructural models as frame~ 
works of integration. In all three instances, the premises of the respec.: 
tive cases are laid out to facilitate testing of their hypotheses; This is 
critical in archaeological thought, in order that debates can move froffi: .: 
what people might think are good or bad idea~ to te~ting wha~. is :, 
Proposed. 

... . :. . ... . · ·" ,·· . ·· r· ·' ~·1·· ' .. ·• .·. . ·. . . . ..•. ..,, 
...- ,•·o ,: I : · ' • · -. • ~ • t•: 

- .:. -. · ~~- .. .. ~-- J.:· ~'t .. ., _--.. !:·4 :_~ __ .:. _:·r~ ~; · ~<---~ ·:·~~ .. ~ - .. . -.. -~: ... 
. . ,-. · ..•. . . . ~.. . .... "' . . . ' \ 

Integration, Ideology, ·::'.·.·:· "'.- ;,., ~·. i. · ·: ~ • .. : , ~_ .. ···< · :.~ · · .. ·; ... ... : ·. 
a11d Elite Behavior · ,. ,. .:>".-; . . : ·,A :· .:> o· . .. . . , -.. 

1.;}< 
Other contributio~s to this volum~, s~ch '·~~· th~t~f S~lliv~ (chap-·:. ~t .. :· 

ter 7), Freidel et al. (chapter 3), an~ to .. ~ome extent McAnany. et aL·:, 
(chapter 5), build on the integrative· aspec.ts of Rathje's theones by ~·-· 
reference to elite behavior, ·and in particular elit,e.exclusionary behav- ·~ 
ior, ideology, or cosmology. Bot.h ~ the · core-buff~r framew~rk and :;:: 
Rathje's nouveau elite hypothe~~s (chapter ~ .this volt,Ime) tnclude :· 
integration at the level of ide_?l~gy~ S1llliv.~n.~d ~c~any et al. see ;,. 
economic and ideological .factors .as .closely 1nt~r~~ed;· and_they .{':'· 

·present evidence--stronger in Sullivan's case because of the stage of 

._ .. _,· l :· . .- ··~ 

"• :H , . 

·' . . :.:~~;~:~~Y' ~; ~;,; 
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the work-for exchange among elites being linked to shared ideo~o
gies and thereby the maintenance of elite ties. Sullivan_ sees ceramics 
in the Early Classic, and architecture in the Late Class1c, as emblem
atic of elite power. McAnany et al. suggest that.we.consider cacao as 
an item of exchange among the elite, from which 1t follows that the 
growing of cacao is essentiallr a respo~se to e~ib~ demands. Although 
McAnany et al.'s claims at this stage will be dtfftcult to test, the wa~s 
in which elite activities and elite demands affected farmers and thetr 
priorities of production are critical to understanding the dynamics of 
Maya economy. Freidel et al. argue, in a different but closely related 
vein, that Maya political economy incorporated not only goods that 
had use-value, but goods that derived their value as much from their 
ideological or cosmological significance, such as jade or Spondylus. 
Prestige goods and elite control will be discussed in more detail be
low. 

The implications of elite activities bring us directly back to 
Rathje's ideas (chapter 2) about the existence of a nouveau elite among 
the Maya. As with his earlier work on origins and development, the 
attractiveness of this hypothesis lies in the way it envisions-and 
stimulates thought about-the ideological and cultural factors that 
structure the character of social production. Rathje's argument about 
a growing hierarchy, and the early investment of elites in Monstrous 
Visual Symbols (with reference to Fletcher 1977) makes intuitive sense. 
Lamanai, certainly, can be said to represent this pattern (Pendergast 
1981). The Late Preclassic construction of the 33m-high N10-43 is 
never again matched, and the acropolis-like platform affectionately 
known by us as Holiday House, which supports a dozen or so build
ings the latest of which are Early Classic, is another example of early 
investment in monumental architecture with what appears to us to 
be a wasteful use of resources. The nouveau elite idea is additionally 
attractive to me at another level: It is an idea that attempts to explain 
t~e origins of Maya c~viliza~on by linking important changes in so
cial state to the ways m which humans make decisions-in this case 
about the exercise of power-and therefore bears on our understand
ing .of the use and abuse. of power in a range of circumstances, both 
ancient and ~adem. I wlll examine the issue of elite power relations 
~elow~ ~ut will now turn to the ways in which economic integration 
1s envisioned, and to tools of terminology that still need sharpening 
(Graham 1987: 761). 
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. LocaiExchange 
~t.lSson sta~l's in' the introduction to this volume that "understand
mg hx-a\ rl~OUfCl'S is Critical for evaluating the Value of commodities 
produced within subregions of the Maya area." She goes on to refer 
t(~ ~t~uire (l9HtJ), who states that the more unevenly resources are 
dtstnb~tL•d, the . r:'orc likely communities will be dependent on oth
ers for 1h.\n's cnhcal to their basic maintenance. I understand these 
o?scrvati?ns to mean that local resources are important at the subre
giOnal l~\·d, both for their potential as basic subsistence items and 
for their potential commercial advantage (i.e., in exchange). I concur, 
but I have also argued strongly elsewhere (Graham 1987) that local 
r~sourccs and local exchange are critical in understanding interre
gtonal exchange, and even exchange over long distances (1987: 763). 
Most of the papers in this volume_, in fact, prove the point that'lo
cally situating the resources and exchange patterns of the site one is 
investigating is the b:uilding block to understanding regional or long-
distance exchange. . 

.·... ~ . ·l .¥ . ~~·--1 :.' 

Ca11 tile Local Be Utliversal? ·.;,; ;.· . .... . 
Despite my emphasis on the local, it is methodologically unsound 

to assume that there is a range of items that are universally .~local" 
in the lowlands, such as chert, limestone, pottery, or forest products 
and game. What is local should in each case be establishe9-, not as
sumed. Masson's research (chapter 12 this voltime) in northern Belize 
at the sites of Laguna de On and Caye Coco is doing exactlY. thi.s: by 
carefully reconstructing local economies through analyses ofall arti-.: 
fact categories, and by building knowledge ·of the locally available :· .. , . 
resources. Dahlin and Ardren's research,· too, (chapter 9) includes a · .. ~:':\ .. 
heavy emphasis on resource mapping. Masson has been able tore- :·,:_~· 
construct the details of community and intercommunity relationships ··· ~ :. 
and thus, with knowledge of what her communities have to offer ··):.~: 
through time, can assess the full implications of longer~distance re- .~ f~ 
lationships,. and the layers of Postclassic political economy in particu- ::.· 
lar. 

What we should not do, however, is assume that there is a set of 
items that is local to Maya communities in the lowlands in general 
and attempt to build on this assumption. We cannot know what is 
exotic ("from another part of the world; foreign" [Soukhanov 1992]) 
until we know what is local, and as Mayanists we may even need to 
know more about the varieties of Maya subsistence patterns before 
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we can be certain about what constitutes local subsistence it_e~s. For 
example, until about the fifth century, coastal Maya _commuruhes ma~ 
have relied more heavily on root crops than on rna1ze (Graham 1994. 
269, 316). Salt is certainly not exotic to co~unities along_ the coast 
and for some distance inland, particularly m southern Behze where 
the river valleys run east-west, and in northern B~lize wher~ th~ riv
ers flow into Corozal Bay. Obsidian, too, was eas1er to acquire In _ar
eas of southern Belize than chert, which was not found locally owing 
to the absence of limestone deposits (Graham 1994: 9-18). Calabashes, 
probably widely used as household containers, gr~w in Belize in_ t.he 
"pine ridge" zones (savannas}, and would be exotic to communthes 
surrounded by broadleaf forests. Forest products and game, however, 
are exotic to many coastal and caye communities, as well as to those 
that occupied Belize's atolls, wh~!ea~}_p_on~ylu~.E_!!!!ri~anus and conch 
are local to commm:tities thqt occupied the cayes and coast. 
-·--· · ··A.i"fhough Ttf~-fr~itful to develop the concept of local vs. nonlocal 
resources at a general level, it would be a mistake to assume that 
specific products or items will always fit the local or nonlocal bill. In 
fact, this would defeat our entire purpose, which is to sort out what 
peopl~evelop easy access to, and what they find hard to get but 
~!ill_worth _gg_tti.ng. ·- · 

'-- -··--x -s··an exampie, I point to my work in the Stann Creek District in 
the 1970s (Graham 1994). Nothing I had done up to that time pre
pared me for the landscape in which I was to spend a good part of 
the next three years: virtually no limestone; highly acidic soils; slates, 
granites, and sandstones used as building material; white clay used 
as "plaster"; and plant communities I had not seen before. But I know 
all this now in hindsight; I did not know it then, and I approached 
the original excavations as I would have excavated in northern Belize. 
What were the most ubiquitous materials? No artifacts were found 
in great numbers, not even ceramics, but there were materials that 
~ere common to all sites in t~e district: chert, quartz, obsidian, gran
Ite, and slate. If I had gone mto the area assuming in advance that 
chert was local and g~anite was nonlocal, I would have been in big 
trou?le. Worse, what If no one had studied the area, but Mayanists 
contmued to assume that chert is a local resource everywhere, and 
then reconstructed trade routes on this basis? They would have been 
c~mpletely off-base with regard to a good portion of the coast and 
~mterla~~s. of ~ou~hern Belize, which certainly figured, if not in the 
nse of c1~1hz~hon m the Peb~n, at least as locales of major transshi _ 
ment pomts In both coastal and inland trade. P 
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~h:·~t is no~ found locally in this re?i~n because there is virtually 
~n l.tmt_~ton~ (Craham 199-t). It and ohs1d1an had to be imported, and 
mdtc;ttwns are that the supplies did not come from northern Belize, 
~ut fnun_d~whcn.• (f I. Shafer, personal communication 1976). Granite 
ts acct.-sstble loc~1Uy, although it depends on the location of the com
munity. TI10St.' pt."ople living near river mouths either would have had 
to tra\'d upriver to areas where granite boulders spill outward from 
deposits located in the foothills, or would have had to obtain the 
granite products from communities closer to the foothills . Recent 
work being carried out by Marc Abramiuk in Maya Mountains com
munitit"S on local exchange of ground stone items suggests that it ~as 
probably the latter. There is a granite outcrop along the North Stann 
Creek River; any community based here would have been able to 
access the raw material more easily than those at the mouth of the 
river. As for obsidian, it occurred more commonly than chert; the 
smaU sample from the district included only 102 chert pieces vs. 282 
obsidian pieces, although a small sample of cher~ from the 1973 sea
son was lost (Graham 1994: 263--271). Because most of the cominuni~ 
ties in the district had easy access to the . sea, it seems likely that 
obsidian reached therri through coastal trade. Even with the lost chert 
sample, though, obsidian artifacts outnumb_er ·_chert . . Qu.artz chips·· 
(probably used in graters for root crops) and slate we"re found at all . 
sites. Approximately 226 pieces w~r~ colle~~~~ 'as· possibl~ ·artifact~, 
and 84 turned out to show use-wear .(Graham 1994: 269). Quartz IS . 

found locally in almost all stream beds, ?·ut ~ts.'use is difficult to de::. 
teet without microscopic analysis. · Slate is·' more· restricted in distri-.· 
bution than quartz, although.,outcrops ·exist in the foothills and in at _ 
least one area, near a place calle-d Alta Vista, along the North Stann < 
C k 

. ,. ... .. . ~· .,- ., ... ;.. . -~ ree R1ver f,- ·,. -.... ~ , , .. ~ .• -~ ~:,,. ~ .. ~·., ·;. ·. ~r-
• • • L ~ ·t• ;..; .' ·- -' "L1o• . ~~;.~ :,.. -"i'li 

At Lamanai, chert, obsidian, and granite ·artifacts occur (but no ·,,i~! 
:~ 

quartz chips), and slate is rare and occurs mainly in the form of mir- 1~~~ 
ror backs in caches. Lamanai is situated in an area dominated by lime- f': 
stone geology, so we assume that there are chert sources nearby; Chau :.-:iC 
Hiix (Pyburn 1998) is the nearest known source, and at least som.e . \. 
chert at Lamanai comes from Colha (H. Shafer, personal commuru-
cation to D. Pendergast, 1984). Obsidian distribution has not yet been ~~ 
studied, but obsidian sources lie far from Lamanai in comparison to fi 
the Stann Creek District sites. Obsidian nonetheless occurs in large · ~ 
amounts in Classic period caches, and in household deposits from ;~ ;.'~ 
Preclassic through Postclassic times. Granite sources lie distant .. ,Jr··~ 
from Lamanai, but are not as far away as the sources of obsidian in 
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volcanic regions, whereas granite occurs in the metamorphic high
lands of Belize (Wright et al. 1959). Granite manos a_nd mctatcs ?c
cur throughout the site's history in household and mtd~en depostts. 
The proportion of granite to limestone ground stone arhfacts has not 
been measured, but granite artifacts are not uncommon. 

The Many Faces of '1The Region" 
The term region may seem at first to be far less problematic than 

the term local, but it, too, needs sharp definition, depending on the 
circumstances (Graham 1987: 761-762). Does it have primarily an 
environmental connotation in which zones of resource production are 
distinguished from zones of resource distribution? Does it encompass 
an area of production and distribution of a particular item of ex
change, such as pottery, where a varied range of resources is found 
within a delimited area? Or does it distinguish a political territory 
defined on the basis of archaeological and epigraphic evidence (Gra
ham 1987: 761)? West (chapter 6 this volume) has recognized the 
subtleties of these distinctions and is careful to point out that the 
distribution of the four ceramic paste groups in and around Palenque 
corresponds with the distribution of Palenque's emblem glyph, and 
this suggests congruence of Palenque's political and economic 
spheres. Reese-Taylor and Walker (chapter 4 this volume) define 
northern Belize as a geographic region, but the environmental fea
tures may define an area of cultural integration. Sullivan (chapter 7 
this volume) considers northwestern Belize as a region by describ
ing the geographic features that define it, but states explicitly that 
political integration is not implied. The eastern river valleys of the 
Caribbean watershed (McAnany et al., chapter 5 this volume) can be 
seen as a region with regard to soil characteristics and agricultural 
potential, at the same time that inferences can also be drawn, based 
on architecture, about political status (Graham 1994: 13, 335-344; 
Mc~any et al. this volume). The Petexbatun region (Foias, chapter 
8 t~1~ volu~e) we know from other publications to be primarily a 
political entity (Houston 1993). Chunchucmil (Dahlin and Ardren, 
chapter 9 this volume) is unusual in that it is defined as the center of 
an econ~rnic region, whereas San Martin Jilotepeque (Braswell, chap
ter 10 this volume) and Andrews and Mock's region (chapter 11 this 
volume) ~a:e the_ even rarer honor of being defined in relationship 
to .a speCI~Ic reg1on~l resource: obsidian and salt, respectively. 
This attention now given to regional definition and analysis signals 

Owner
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significant progress since the time I originally criticized Maya archae
ology for its dull-edged terminological tools (Graham 1987: 761). 

Some questionable conflation is still inherent in our usage none
theless. The highlands and lowlands of Rathje's original model (1972) 
are basically environmentally conceived, whereas core, periphery, and 
buffer are terms that carry particular political and economic implica
tions. The ease with which such broad environmental distinctions 
conflate with and feed into relationships of political economy should 
still be regarded by us with some suspicion. The highlands became 
politically peripheral more or less by the power of the p en, and the 
lowlands environment conveniently produced a division we already 
recognized on other terms. Seems too good to be true? 

In any case, what is important is that the environmental terms 
we use, such as highlands and lowlands, among others, as well as 
the dichotomies we set up, such as local vs. nonlocal or exotic, are 
tools of analysis. As applied, they help us-outsiders in both space 
and time---as a kind of short-cut to figuring out what products or 
items might be found in a particular area (in the case of environmental 
terms), or to imagining how important it was and indeed whether it 
was even possible for people to obtain particular goods (subsistence 
vs. prestige), or how much effort might have been involved in get
ting the goods (local vs. nonlocal, regional, etc.). But we should be 
careful not to assume too much in advance. 

Resource Diversity Is in 
the Eye of the Beholder 

As alluded to above, the lowlands were at one time characterized as 
homogeneous in terms of resources, but that view subsequently 
changed (Graham 1987), and lowland environmental diversity now 
seems generally accepted (Masson, chapter 1 this volume). On the 
other hand, although resource diversity can act as a stimulus to ex
change, there is a myriad of other factors that are equally important, 
so that resource diversity alone should not stand as the raison d'etre 
for exchange. Both what constitutes a resource and the creation of a 
demand or need (concept of diversity) can reflect cultural character
istics, individual perceptions, and indeed local history. Generally, 
residents will see their home locale for its diversity rather than its 
sameness because they know it so well. 

People living at Lamanai for their entire lives could have had no 
concept of a highlands being more diverse in resources if they had 
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b t a community we archaeologists characterize as being 
never een o 1 ·t ·cs to 
n· th highlands." And even then, people trave to communi 1 

Inh e ds or to make use of services or to visit relatives and 
exc ange goo . I .,. ~nerally 
friends. Except for some cases in modern tounsm, pe.op. c ge 
do not travel explicitly or solely for the purpos~ of vtslh~g another 
envirorunental region. At the level of archaeologtca~ an~lysts, percep
tions change based on familiarity. Many Mesoamencantsts were born 
outside both the highlands and the lowlands of .the Maya area. The 
less familiar we are with an area, the more we p1ck out onl~ the .o~
vious differences, and we categorize accordingly-usually slmphsh
cally (perhaps the source of the original perception of the low lands 
as homogeneous). 

subsistence Goods: 
Are They Only Local? 

Given that a single metate or mana could have lasted for several 
generations, and could have served an extended family, its freque~cy 
in deposits must be measured differently from that of chert or obstd~ 
ian tools, for example, which broke readily and therefore had a dif
ferent use and discard rate through time. This information, in addition 
to what I have discussed above concerning the Stann Creek sites, 
should caution us against saying that "few nonlocal subsistence goods 
have been found in the archaeological record of the Classic Maya 
lowlands" {West, chapter 6 this volume). Assuming that subsistence 
goods are those that most Maya families considered essential to the 
running of a household, and given the ubiquitous presence of chert 
and obsidian in household deposits, if in different proportions in 
different areas, then certainly chert destined for use as tools, and 
possibly obsidian destined for tool use, too, could be considered sub
sistence goods at Lamanai. I would also include granite in this cat
egory, because, based on preliminary data, households through time 
seem to have made efforts to obtain granite manes and metatcs in 
addition to their limestone inventory. 

In Stann Creek, given the occurrence of chert, quartz, obsidian, 
and slate at all sites, and during all time periods, all these materials 
can be considered subsistence resources. Chert and obsidian in this 
case are not local. Quartz is local, but if it was a subsistence good to 
Stann Cre~k residents, who may have grown more root crops than 
elsewhere m ~e lowlands, it was not considered useful enough any
where else to rmport. The same can be said of slate, which was com
monly used as a tool for a variety of purposes in the Stann Creek 
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District, and at Tipu, along the Macal River-we found pieces that 
were ground down, notched, perforated, or with marks from being 
tied round with string-many forms of modification. In these cases 
it was clearly an abundant local resource (slate can be found along 
the upper reaches of the Macal River) that could serve a variety of 
purposes, including game boards (in Stann Creek) in the Postclassic, 
but it was not valued enough to export except when it was made into 
backs for mirrors. Here its contextual recovery in burials and caches 
at sites such as Lamanai suggests that it could also have served as a 
component, at least, of what has come to be called a prestige item. 

To summarize, there is no purpose served in attempting to gen
eralize broadly about local vs. nonlocal resources across the lowlands. 
The terms themselves are tools to help us envision the nature of the 
exchange relationships that might develop in an area. Questions of 
whether materials are abundant or restricted, found nearby or far 
away, considered essential or not so essential to families or in ritual, 
or destined to be made into different objects or used in different ways 
are all important criteria that should form our framework of analy
sis. Such terms should not be conflated universally with particular 
materials or items for several reasons: 

1. rna terials found in some areas are not found in others; 

2. materials found in some areas may be restricted and thereby ex
ploited by single communities within a valley or subregion; 

3. materials that are "far away" by land routes may be easily obtain
able by sea routes; 

4. materials are used in different ways and can be a subsistence item 
in one circumstance and a prestige item in another; this can be en
visioned for a wide range of materials-slate, hematite and other 
minerals, shells (and shellfish), pottery, chert, obsidian, animal 
bones, stone, etc. 

Catt Prestige Items Be Local? 
Freidel et al. (chapter 3 this volume) argue that Maya political 

economy incorporated not only goods that had. u_se-valu~, but also 
goods that derived their value as much from the1r td~olog1cal o~ co~
mological significance, such as jade o.r Spo~dylus. This observation ts 
also particularly relevant for composite obJ~cts, such as slate~backed 
hematite mirrors, or to mosaics, which may Incorporate matenals that 
in another type of object would be considered mundane. 
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Th Problems however, not with Spondylus as a new ere are some , . · · If 
•t in elite cosmology, but in Freidel et al.'s claims for 1ts ongtns. 
~:-Olmecs did not trade in SpondJ~lus, may this not be because t~e 
b lk of the Spondylus shells and the1r products that appear from Ma~ a 
L~te Preclassic times onwards are Spondylus american us and cam; from 
the Caribbean, along the coast of Belize, whereas the Olmccs. near
est access to the sea was the Gulf Coast? The bulk of the evtdence 
from Belize during Preclassic through Postd~ssic times indicates that 
Spondyius occurred abundantly along the Belize coast. It occu.rs abun
dantly today, admittedly with the spines the worse for wear, washed 
up in mangrove swamps along the Beli~e co~st. Bu! the shells that 
appear in caches and burials with the sptnes m relatively good con
dition suggest that the Maya accessed Spondylus along the barrier reef. 
This organism occurs in specific microenvirorunental zones on the 
reef, the parameters of which are known in marine biology, but not 
in great detail. Spondylus occurs on the reef at depths of 12 to 30 feet 
(Warmke and Abbott 1962) which means it is easily accessible to 
divers who know where to look. A recent survey carried out by Heidi 
Ritscher, Lisa Hilborn, Laura Howard, and I on Middle Caye, Glov· 
ers Reef Atoll, produced Maya pottery and numerous Spondylus 
shells--more than I have ever seen at a coastal site. I have not yet 
been able to excavate the ·atoll sites, but all indications are that one 
of the reasons the Maya journeyed to the atoll was to harvest 
Spondylus in a zone in which_ they occur in large numbers. Spmidyrus 
shells occur in deposits at all coashifsites I have excavated from 
Colson Point to Ambergris Caye. _They seem to be the result of both 
gathering worn specimens iri the' mangrove swamps (these can be 
used for jewelry but, as noted -~t)ov~, have w~'m spines and seem not 
to have been used for caches) anc,I reef harvesting~ irl which-case the 
spines are longer and better preserve.d ."! ·: · ·- ··· · >' . ·: ~ . . .. 

To look to West Mexico and Costa Rica, where S. princeps occurs, 
for the bulk of Spondylus that' occlirs · at lowlan~- ~i~es se~~s illogical 
~d unnecessary. However, that the Maya, perhaps in Late Preclassic 
t~es, were responsible for th~ extension of the idea of preciousness 
to mclude s~e~, .and Spondylii.s in particular,· makes a great ·deal of 
~ense .. The s1grufrcance of Spondylus americanu~, given its reef habitat 
~ ~elize, probably has deep roots in Maya cosmology that go back 
m time long before the Late Precl_assic_ period. The Maya were in the 
I~wl~ds long before the Late P.~~classic (Hester ·et al. 1996); ·and in
dlc~tions from coastal sites I have excavated 'are. thatat least some 
ancient Maya groups had a long tradition of seafaring"and coastal 
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exploitation that extended at least back as far as the Late Preclassic 
period, and possibly to the Middle Preclassic (Graham 1989). 

-:.' Spondylus is a good example of an item that crosscuts categories. 
Beads made from Spondylus formed bracelets and necklaces that could 
be highly _elabora_te a~d associated largely with tombs or very simple 
and associated w1th srmple burials (Pendergast 1979, 1982, 1990). The 
common occurrence of Spondylus bead jewelry at Belize sites would 
remove Spondylus from the li~ of exotics and add it to the list of lo
cal resources for all Maya living on the atolls, on the cayes, along the 
coast, and in communities near the coast such as Altun Ha or 
Lamanai. I use this as an example to show that, although I believe 
Freidel and colleagues are right about the new importance of 
Spondylus in Maya ruling ideology in the Late Preclassic, Spondylus' 
cosmological significance has nothing whatsoever to do with it be
ing an exotic or a long-distance trade item in the Maya lowlands, 
because, at least in the case of Spondylus americanus, it isn't. Its sig
nificance is more likely to lie in its origins in the sea, its delicate form 
and color, and its incorporation because of these features into Maya 
mythology, a mythology that all Maya shared but portions of which 
elites appropriated to themselves. 

. . . 

Economic Prosperity and Trade 
in Northern and Coastal Belize 

Reese-Taylor and Walker (chapter 4 this volume) discuss power, eco
nomic prosperity, and trade in the Late Preclassic to Early Classic 
period in northern Belize. K'axob, Nohmul, and Cerros are all men
tioned as early centers of power, with Cerros' role in trade a signifi
cant one. Whether control was involved or not is a moot point. I think 
it more likely that exchange and travel were widespread, and pro
vided opportunities on a number of levels for people to acquire ac
cess to goods and to benefit from transporting the goods. Lamanai's 
monumentality suggests strongly that it was a leading center at the 
time. Structure Nl0-43 represents a massive Late Preclassic achieve
ment (Pendergast 1981), and the Holiday House acropolis group, P9-
25, represented at least triple the investment of labor and materials 
that went into Nl0-43 and appears to have spanned at least the pe
riod from the Late Preclassic to the early years of the Classic. 
· Although Reese-Taylor and Walker (chapter 4 this vol~~e) report 
a state of decline in northern Belize from A.D. 200--400, 1t 1s not yet 
clear if such a decline is in evidence at Lamanai; more work is 
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Holiday House for example, to determine \vhy construe· 
necessary on ' 1 l th • sit • 
t . ased there in the Early Classic but not c sew 1erc ~)n .~ · t:. 
10n ce . d · f t · th • Nl0-43, for example, continued to see maJOr mo 1 1ca 1ons In . t: 

eighth century. Lamanai's two Classic period tombs date t<~ the ~td
to late fifth century. One of the tombs, that of a woman la1d a.ga1nst 
the N9-58 platform (Pendergast 1981: 40), contains a black-slipped, 
slab-footed cylinder tripod, which Reese-Taylor and Walker gL'ncra.lly 
attribute to Teotihuacan influence, and a Tzakol 3 polychrome d1sh 
very similar to that found in the contemporaneous N9-56 tomb. 

Along the coast at Marco Gonzalez and farther south at Colson 
Point (Graham 1989; Graham and Pendergast 1989; Graham 199.-t), 
there was an intensive period of resource procurement and transshtp
ment of ceramics associated with the Early Classic period. I have 
dated the peak of activity from A.D. 100 to 300 at Colson Point, but 
this may turn out to be too conservative, because the latest ceramics 
to occur in the shell middens associated with this phase are, without 
doubt, Tzakol 3 polychromes (Graham 1994: 212, Fig. 5.31k-m; Gra
ham 1989: 150, 154). This strongly suggests an end to this particular 
brand of coastal activity at around A.D. 500 to make way for the fo
cus on the salt trade in the Late Classic. There is evidence in the form 
of unslipped jars, bowls, and other forms that occupation or at least 
utilization of coastal sites continued, but the kinds of activities were 
to change markedly. 

How early in time people began focusing on salt-processing re
mains an estimate, but the only distinctive nonutilitarian pottery that 
shows up at all in these Late Classic deposits (at both Colson Point 
and Marco Gonzalez) is in the form of sherds from Tepeu 1 poly
chrome vases. There is little question, then, that the salt trade was in 
full swing by the seventh century, and very possible earlier. This con
flicts with Andrews and Mock's conclusions (chapter 11 this volume) 
about ~e timing of the Belize salt trade, which they date to the Late 
to Termmal Classic transition. Radiocarbon dates from Colson Point 
(Graham 1.989: 154) add support to the salt trade as predominantly a 
Late Classic phenomenon, although it may well have tapered off in 
Termin~l Classic tim.es. At Marco Gonzalez, the salt-processing lev
els are mcorporated Into house construction, with a series of burials, 
dug through house floors, that contain a Jaina-style whistle figurine 
plumbat~ and Fin: Orange pottery, a late polychrome dish, and Io~ 
cal Termmal Classtc to Early Postdassic-style vessels. 

It does ~ot seem to have taken long for people from Stann Creek 
to Ambergns Caye to rally economically after Classic upheavals, and 
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to bc~in to produc: salt for mainland communities, probably by con
structl~g ~vap.orahon pans, and then further concentrating the salt 
by subJecting It to heating in standard-made bowls (Coconut Walk 
Unslippcd) that also served as forms for the salt cakes (Graham 1994: 
155--156, 247). What is interesting about these bowls is that on Am
bergris Caye, the quartz sand temper used in their manufacture had 
to be imported from the mainland (Graham, Mazzullo, and Teal, in 
preparation), which suggests a degree of specialization not heretofore 
anticipated (McKillop, n.d.). 

Are Elites Out of Control? 
West (chapter 6 this volume) points out that elite control over re
sources is a problematic issue in archaeology, and that few archae
ologists have developed adequate methods for identifying elite 
control of resource acquisition. In the previous section I have outlined 
the results of son1e excavations in which I have been involved in 
Belize, but it is my coastal experience above all that has made me 
cautious about the concept of elite control. In order to learn the ex
tent to which an influx of goods and services to elites affected Maya 
economic organization, it is problematic to think in terms of elite 
control; it is more productive to think in terms of elite demands. Con
trol implies a role for elites that cannot be supported on the basis of 
present evidence. Admittedly the term is often used metaphorically, 
but this does not make it less problematic. 

In trying to understand the accumulation of power by elites, and 
the ways in which some societies have been able to limit the accu
mulation of elite power (Clastres 1989), I have been looking not at 
the elites themselves, but at what could be called social compliance: 
why the members of any group comply with power accumulation by 
individuals. I do not believe that the bulk of Maya society passively 
allowed power to accumulate in the hands of particular elites. I take 
the view that all of the Maya at all levels--other elites, craftsmen, 
framers, traders, fisherfolk-made decisions that bore on economic 
development. Some of these decisions fost~r~d compli~nce with elite 
consolidation of power; others forced It tnto par~Ic:ular mold~; 
still others consistently and pervasively weakened ehte power. It IS 

only when we consider power as a s:ries. o~ emb~dde~ and ever
changing relationships that involve soCiety m 1ts entire~ m the Maya 
area (as do several chapters in this volume) that we will come to un
derstand its growth or the complexities of power and economy. 
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tin. ue to broaden our view of power and its rcla-How can we con . b h 1 
· hi t resource "control"? I have started in thts chapter Y c a.-
~~~: t:e complacency of some of our assumpti?ns, .such as cxo~1c 

I al and subsistence vs. prestige. Not only dtd chtcs cat, sl(~p, 
vs. oc . d t' f 
and live their lives as part of households, but their. pro u~ 10n o 
polychromes, for example, involved more than elite 1ntcrachon and 
controL If elites painted polychromes, they also needed body c~ays, 
slip clays paints brushes, holders, resins, cleaners, paper for destgns, 
mineral ~igmen~s, stands, wooden rollers. tempers, kilns, fircwo?d, 
and sponges, not to mention help in !'reparing s~rfaccs, prcpa.nng 
ingredients1 stoking fires, regula~mg atr fl~w, gettt~g lunch on ttme, 
settling clays, toting water, ordermg supphes, keepmg track of trans
actions, training and feeding apprentices, and cleaning up the me~s 
at the end of the production day. In other words, when I try to envi
sion production, it is hard to see a prestige economy in action as a 
phenomenon that is separate from other relationships. Prestige items 
represent a complex series of relationships, both synchronic and 
diachronic, and they rely on networks of acquisition in which so
called subsistence demands are embedded. 

In another example, even Feldman's evidence (1985) drawn on 
by Foias (chapter 8 this volume) for certain prestige items being the 
privilege and property of elites in sixteenth-century highland Guate
mala does not necessarily mean that the acquisition of raw materials 
or the processing or production of these items were actually controlled 
by elites. As noted above, elite luxury items are often composite items; 
they are not simply precious stones or shell, or even cacao, but in
stead consist of these materials made into something. This was true 
in Classic times as well. Therefore, though elite demands for inosa· 
ics, for example, may have been a reflection of the importance of jade 
and shell for them, the route that Spondylus or jade may have taken 
f~om. their sources as raw materials to their final product as a pres
tige Item was long and complicated, involved a number of different 
specialists along the way, and probably also involved multiple levels 
of exchange. Even the reality presented in the documents of some· 
~g like the highland lords controlling cacao by owning cacao plan
tations does not mean that the concept of elite control thereby explains 
the economic profile. 

The ~atter of control may seem like a small point, but o.ne anal
ogy I pomted t? at the Society for American Archaeology meeting was 
the modem Wine trade. A strong argument can be made for wine as 
a luxury good, and for the idea that its trade is controlled hy elites, 

.... . 
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because the best wines in the world in any quantity go to the wealthy 
~nd the ~owcrful. The procurement of cases of wine by wealthy fami
lies domtna tes transactions at the market level. The Rothschilds, some 
of \Vhom arc titled, grow and process wine, and could be seen as a 
parallel to the lords of highland Guatemala, or the Classic period lords 
of Tikat who are said to have controlled cacao via trade or tribute. 
Either way, the involvement of elites is only part of a complex pic
ture. Although it is possible to conceive that a market in wine might 
be co~ trolled by elites in areas where grapes don't grow, this depends 
even 1n the modem world on the importance placed on wine cultur
ally. In places such as France and Italy, where wine is culturally part 
of the subsistence diet, its consumption and distribution operate on 
a number of levels, even in areas where grapes do not grow, because 
of wine's cultural and culinary (and perhaps religious or symbolic) 
importance. V\lhere Italians have moved to the Americas, even in areas 
where wine grapes cannot be grown, they acquire wine by a variety 
of means; many import grapes in order to make wine at home, as my 
grandparents did. And wine would be classed here as a subsistence 
item. In Mesoamerica, and particularly throughout the lowland tropi
cal forest where cacao grows naturally, it is very difficult to imagine 
elite demands for cacao providing the sole structuring element of the 
cacao-growing economy. That elite demands for cacao in tribute stimu
lated production at a particular level within the economy is not de
batable; but that their demands are the only paint in the picture of 
the economic (or culinary or ideological or cosmological) place of 
cacao in the lowlands is, in contrast, highly debatable. 

Some scholars suggest that Maya polities were centralized and 
that ruling elites controlled the economy at all levels, whereas others 
see the Maya state as small-scale with little elite control. My point is 
that, either way, elites and none lites both configured the stru~ture of 
the economy, including the political economy, and that even m cases 
of what appear to be elite control, nonelites structure the product. 

Control over Pottery Production 
The data from Lamanai are being examined for information on 

how pottery production changed from the Classi~ to Postclassic pe
riod. To date, stylistic analysis of ceramics from nud~ens a~d bunals 
shows that like the situation in the Petexbatun regton (Fotas, chap
ter 8 this v~lume), production of polychrome s~rving wares dimin
ished in the Terminal Classic. However, unhke the Petexba tun, 
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production of serving wares continues well into the thirteenth c~·n
tury, but the specifics of form and color change. ~hallo\v scr\'l.ng 
bowls or dishes with polychrome painting overlap \VIth and then g.t\'C 

way to varieties of what Thompson originally called San }l~Se V 
redware outcurved bowls (Thompson 1939: 141), and \Vhat G1fford 
types as Roaring Creek Red (Gifford 1976: 241). Some arc slipped r~·d, 
whereas others have the characteristic Daylight Orange decoration 
(Gifford 1976: 301-302). The slips become orange, the pedestal in~ 
creases in height, and by A.D. 1100, the serving inventory is orange
slipped, with incised decoration, and in forms that differ markedly 
from Classic times. Utilitarian vessels continue to be made., but their 
forms, and apparently their paste composition (L. Howie-L1ngs, per, 
sonal commnnication), change as well. The indication is that demands 
had changed, but not enough evidence has been amassed yet to sup~ 
port claims of centralized production. Mass production is indicated 
by the widespread use of press-molds, but the transition from the Late 
Classic to Postclassic was so gradual-and the range of forms nei .. 
ther drastically reduced nor increased-that we cannot yet say \vhat 
role centralization of production might have had. 

A Final Note 
!o kno.w the exotic, one must know the local; to know how prestige 
1s marufested, we need to know the ideological and social factors that 
reinforce what we call prestige, but also the local economic compli· 
ancy_factors: how ag~icultural production, trade, and exchange at 
multiple levels function to allow some resources to be directed to 
activities such as the production and painting of polychrome vases. 
!he symbolis~ ~nd social value of these vases may have been mean
mgful only w1thm an elite context, but the vases nonetheless repre
sent compl~x econo~ic forces that include multiple levels of 
exch~ge .. Without seemg economic production as a full set of social 
relationships of production/ we cannot understand political economy. 
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